The need to detect non-metallic items under clothes to prevent terrorism at transport hubs is becoming vital. Millimetre wave technology is able to penetrate clothing, yet able to interact with objects concealed underneath. This paper considers active illumination using multiple transmitter and receiver antennas. The positioning of these antennas must achieve full body coverage, whilst minimising the number of antenna elements and the number of required measurements. It sets out a rapid simulation methodology, based on the Kirchhoff equations, to explore different scenarios for scanner architecture optimisation.
INTRODUCTION
Airports, airline travel, and other transport hubs represent high profile targets to terrorist groups, with several attacks in 2016, such as the suicide bombings at Brussels Airport and Maalbeek metro station. These underline the ongoing need for robust and efficient personnel scanners at transport hubs for the detection of non-metallic terrorist devices concealed under clothing, as part of the measures to address this threat. Millimetre wave technology can help because the frequency of the electromagnetic waves is low enough to prevent the requirement of divesting outer clothing whilst being high enough to image and interact with threat objects beneath. Millimeter Wave Scanners can be either active or passive with several commercial examples of these in operation 1, 2, 3, 4 . For checkpoint applications, active scanners are typically used as commercial 'Stand and Scan' models 2 in use at airports around the globe 5, 6, 7, 8 . Stand and Scan systems require the passenger to stop and pose whilst the scan takes place. Both IATA and the European Commission have issued statements to say continuous movement through a portal is a priority in airport security 9, 10 . Therefore "walk through" portals offer a potentially faster throughput and thus a more effective screening and it is expected that such systems will emerge in the near future.
There are many papers published looking at using the millimetre and even sub-millimetre range for imaging, with 35 GHz 11, 12 , 94 GHz 13, 14 , and 500 GHz 15, 16 as popular wavelengths. These wavelengths have good resolution, since they are much shorter than the dimensions of the body/object details to be examined. However, the higher frequencies can have difficulty penetrating thick clothing 15, 17 operation above 80 GHz, while still potentially providing adequate resolution. The recent availability of low-cost integrated circuits designed for the communication sector means this option brings the cost down 17 . In one study 19 ,frequencies in the range [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] GHz range are used to monitor people on a conveyor. At this range, body temperature does not need to be considered, unlike for waves in the THz range.
For the dynamic imaging requirement of the walk through configuration, the coverage of the EM radiation, and hence the coverage of the overall inspection may not be as well controlled as the "stand and scan" configuration. To address this issue, this paper sets out a simulation methodology to explore radiation body coverage, and consequently investigate different scenarios to compare walk through portal architecture, and facilitate the optimisation of antenna positioning.
There are many papers published using experimental results, with some 20, 21, 22 describing the development of prototypes. However, experimental papers tend to describe specific conditions, and for the complex exploratory exercise, it would be too expensive and time-consuming to use experiments in the first instance. Simulation is a useful tool in this scenario. Many simulation systems use real data (e.g. 16, 23, 24 have all used data generated by the development of QinetiQ's SPO series). Testing the most promising configurations with experimental data would help to verify the usefulness of the method presented here.
There are various methods that have been used to simulate millimetre wave exposure. For instance, 19 used a Fourierbased imaging technique, explained in 25 , whilst 26 used genetic algorithms to optimise antenna arrays by rotational scanning. A popular method 12, 27, 28 is to adapt visible light ray tracing packages to millimetre wave conditions using physical optics. These ray-tracking methods require breaking down bodies and objects into a mesh, made up of triangular elements, with each element being examined using bidirectional reflectance distribution functions (BDRF).
An optimal imaging system would allow high passenger throughput, whilst keeping full body coverage. There are many high level aspects of imaging portal design that need to be considered to help the realisation of its design. There are a number of different permutations that should be considered, such as portal geometry and the effect of the public's physical variations. For instance, passengers going through security vary greatly in shape and size; it is important to look at how this affects the optimum portal geometry. The approach reported in the paper allows a very wide variety of body shapes to be examined. Two avatar examples, a male and a female, have been selected for particular consideration, which are very different in weight and height (the woman's height is at the 0.4th centile and the man's at the 98th centile). The advantage of using a simulation tool is that many different body shapes can be generated quickly, while finding large numbers of real volunteers of varying proportions is more difficult. Arm position is also an important parameter to consider; in these example simulations, the avatars both walked through with raised arms, for the sake of comparison. Other parameters such a walking gait can also be easily varied, although a single gait was used in this paper. The shape of the portal is very important as it determines the possible placement of the antennas and the proximity of the body to the antennas. The portal footprint will most likely need to be as small as possible, but the configuration should permit the public fast passage through, whilst achieving full radiation coverage. This paper also considers the design of systems with coherent or incoherent active illumination. This usually requires multiple transmitter and receiver antennas. The positioning of these antennas within the portal geometry should allow full body coverage, whilst minimising the number of antennas and measurements. Full illumination of the passenger means that there is less chance of a dead zone where threat objects can be hidden. Minimising the number of measurements leads to a shorter measurement time and thus increased frame-rate and throughput. Finding an optimum number of antennas is important, since oversampling introduces unwanted noise to the system and can prove very expensive with the unnecessary antenna 13 , whilst undersampling could result in aliasing and reduced image sharpness. Furthermore, the simpler the configuration, the easier the system will be to calibrate 26 .
BACKGROUND
Ray tracing is an established technique for simulations of EM illumination applications, using the so called physical optics approach. For example, 27 and 28 used Open Fx and 12 used Zemax to modify the ray tracing algorithm to be more suitable for millimetre wave and microwave simulations. The principle of ray tracing is that the ray is traced back to either the camera pixels or to the light source(s) (or in the case of millimeter wave imaging, the receiver to the transmitter). The number of rays per pixel can be increased for more accuracy. This process can continue without end, so recursive ray tracing is preferred, where the ray tracing stops at the appropriate maximum number of reflections.
The Ray-tracing approach provides a fast approximation to the object surface's illumination levels and the object's surface sensitivity to transmitter and receiver antenna positions. The ray-tracing algorithm is very fast and can take just seconds to complete. However, the ray-tracing approach assumes that the wavelengths present in the signal are much smaller than the object size or object curvature and thus ignores scattering effects. Conversely, a simulation using the full Maxwell equations could more accurately predict the experimental results, but a typical implementation, using a Finite Difference Time Domain response for instance, can take many hours or days to produce a single result. This is due to the difference in scale; the dimensions of the objects being modelled and the portal geometry are many times larger than the small wavelength being used, so it is a numerically intensive method to investigate the problem of antenna positioning. A physical optics approach is more practical.
Kirchhoff diffraction theory approximates the scattering by a surface from a point source of radiation to a point receiver. By integrating the reflection, both amplitude and phase, over the surface should produce more accurate results than using the ray-tracing approximation, whilst still being fast enough to investigate the antenna positioning problem. Frequency dependent scattering can therefore be incorporated. This type of scattering occurs when the object dimensions are close to the wavelength of the ray, and describes the effect of the constructive and destructive interference of waves coming from different parts of the surface. This is likely to be relevant; for example, 12 used a wavelength of 9 mm (35 GHz) and found that fingers and facial features were hard to discern.
The standard Kirchhoff approximation does not however account for the polarisation of the wave. This is important for accurate estimation of the reflection coefficient; the polarisation state will affect how it is scattered. Yet apart from 9 it is usually not considered, since little work has been done on quantification so far. The effect of wave transmission into an object is also ignored, i.e. refraction and reflection. The latter is important when modelling the semi-transparency of skin in visible light 30, 31 , but at millimeter wavelengths, penetration is shallow, at around 1 mm 32 .
The advantage of using Kirchhoff diffraction theory as the basis of the simulation, rather than standard ray tracing methods (various BDRFs and frequency independent) is that it can be used both for coverage and for reconstructing the signals, including scattering effects of objects.
APPROXIMATION METHOD
The implementation in this paper uses the Kirchhoff diffraction theory and accounts for the geometric energy spreading loss from the transmitter to the surface and from the surface to the receiver; and includes the angular dependent scattering coefficient of the surface.
The angle dependent factors are called "obliquity factors", or "inclination factors". The equations can be derived from the situation of a point source emitting waves that pass through a hole in a screen, and using Green's theorem. Different solutions result from different from boundary conditions. In our situation the same equations are employed, but rather than derived with holes, mesh facets are used.
For the point source emitter and detector, we have
where: R Tx = distance from that point on the element to the transmitter. R Rx = distance from that point on the element to the receiver. i = imaginary number. k = wavenumber. S = the surface of the facet.
The inclination factor (β) depends on the derivation:
Where: Ɵ Tx,n = the angle between the ray vector from the transmitter to the centre of the point on the surface and the surface normal at that position. Ɵ Rx,n = the angle between the ray vector from the receiver to the centre of the point on the surface and the surface normal at that position. A slight change to the equation is incorporated into this implementation; if the incoming or outgoing ray is beyond 90 degrees, then there is no scattering in this implementation.
The required mesh resolution is dependent on signal wavelength and ray distances. The closer the points on the surface are, the bigger the allowable distance from the element to the receiving antenna is. The distance between point x and any other point must be much less than the length scale, L, which is determined by the amount the medium varies over distance and is given by 34 = (3) This paper reports only on the amplitude integration to estimate the coverage sensitivity of the object's surface to antenna positioning rather than integrating the amplitude and phase to reconstruct the received time-domain signal.
The following approximations are used in the derivation:
• The distance from the source to the surface, and from the surface to receiver are much larger than one sixth of the longest wavelength. This approximation is reasonable as long as the person is not too close to the antennas (say >10 cm away), and the lowest frequency used is above say 6 GHz. This is for far field problems.
• The algorithm does not check if an element is behind another for that ray direction. Therefore we are not currently modelling shadow effects.
• It assumes all surfaces are 100% reflective, so clothing is consequently not modelled.
• Polarisation effects are not included. However, the polarisation, angle of incidence, and partial coherence of the illumination can have a significant effect on the scene appearance 29 .
As with the visible light ray tracing approaches discussed above, a surface mesh is used to describe the objects, but in this case, a Kirchhoff surface interaction model is assumed. The mesh implementation also assumes that if we can split the surface into small enough elements we can take the value at the centre of each element and multiply the result by the area of the element. The approach is particularly applicable to non-imaging systems, such as those based on object resonance, or harmonic generation. For imaging systems, the phase of the collected waves must also be integrated and a much higher density of rays per surface element is required.
METHODS
The purpose of this research is to provide a rapid and flexible simulation method to investigate different portal configurations, antenna positions, and excitation patterns. This paper demonstrates this simulation method by comparing different antenna geometries for a single portal architecture, with up to 18 antenna positions.
As mentioned in the introduction, efficient design of an active mm-wave portal requires various factors to be taken into account, which will affect both the sensitivity of the system for illicit item detection, and the cost and speed of the system (both passenger transit time and computational time). The parameters considered in this paper include pose, body morphology, portal configuration, and the distribution of antennas. The simulation is very fast, so these parameters can be altered and examined in detail. Nevertheless, to elucidate the principle, they are constrained here as described below:
Pose and stride
A person's pose can affect the coverage, particularly the way the arms are held. Stride length may also have an effect. For this initial trial, a single pose (arms raised, upper arm at 90 ° to the body) was selected. Only one type of stride for each avatar was used.
Body morphology
An effective scanner design has to be flexible enough to accommodate many different sizes and shapes of body. 
Distribution of Antennas
It is important to determine a suitable number and density of antennas in the portal, to help with the design architecture. We need to ask questions such as:
1. How can we find the smallest number of Rx and Tx that provides enough detail to build up a surface profile?
What is the effect of their distribution?
To help answer these questions, simulations were carried out, comparing differences between the results for a single antenna each in panels 'a, e, i' with three antennas within panel 'a '. The configuration of the three panel sensor positions is illustrated below in Figure 5 
Software Implementation
The Human avatars were created using the MakeHuman software 35 . This is an Open Source program that starts with a basic human shape, and by using sliders and information boxes, a customised model can be created. Qualities such as age, height, race, sex, BMI and more detailed shapes (e.g. widening shoulders, increasing leg proportions) can be specified within minutes. The resulting avatars were saved as a Collada file (.dae) and imported into Blender.
Blender 36 is open source software; this was used to animate the avatars, to enable them to walk the right distance past the coordinates corresponding to the sensors. It was also used to simplify the body meshes from 30,984 faces to 7,524, which shortened the simulation times from 3 hours to 30 minutes. Blender was also used to check the geometry and location of the sensors embedded in the portal. The frames making up the walk were exported in .stl format and a small selection was checked in Meshlab 37 for number of faces and location of frames. All the frames were then processed in a Matlab 38 program, designed to simulate the pattern of reflection using a pair of antenna either in a monostatic or bistatic configuration. The simulation used an adaptation of the Kirchhoff model and ray-tracing. As a simplification, the point source and a point detector scaled to a larger detector of 1 m 2 in the program. The wavelength is not specified as a high frequency approximation is used for the coverage experiments. The last step was to use the output from the Matlab program to generate animations using Python 39 .
Five such animations for each set of sensor configurations were generated. Four of the animations showed the changing exposure as the avatar progressed through the portal at different views, namely front, back and both sides. The fifth animation showed the total exposure (for the full length of the portal) for each triangular face, by rotating the avatar.
A range of poses, body types and gaits can be implemented with this system. However, for illustration purposes, we have selected one pose and two body types as mentioned earlier.
Processing of Data
The output from the various simulations was a Matlab file containing data on the size and relative position of each triangular face, the location of the transmitters and receivers and the amplitude received at each triangular face. This last set of data can be converted into graph form to help to discover which faces are well-covered during the walk-through and which ones are mainly in shadow. For a qualitative view, a pictorial representation means that the effect of sensor location on body exposure is much easier to identify. This is provided by the animations/stills output from the Python program. Stills from the front, back and sides can show how the exposure varies over time. The rotating animation shows the total exposure throughout the passage of the portal.
A brief check of how the triangular faces were numbered in the mesh was carried out. Both avatars have 7,524 elements or faces in their mesh. Triangle numbering was not consistent between avatars, for instance element 100 is on different parts of the neck on each subject. However, the numbering for each body remained consistent throughout the walk. The total surface area for May is 1.53 m 
RESULTS
All the simulations were carried out with the arms out to shoulder height, raised forearms and palms facing forward. This pose was chosen as it is typical of current Stand and Scan systems. As expected, the results show that this pose provides high body coverage.
Effect of body type on Coverage
The two avatars differ in extremes of both height and BMI. The results show a clear difference in the distribution and coverage of the radiation. The total exposure for John is lower than for May, due to his longer strides give him a faster transition through the scanner, thus there are fewer data-acquisition frames (May takes 60 frames and John takes 48 frames to walk through the portal). However, this does not affect the patterns of coverage. Figure 6 shows one view of a 360 degree total for all the frames as the avatars walk through the portal. The transmitter and receiver are in the 'a' position, i.e. the lowest position on the right hand side as you enter the portal. The false colour spectrum scale is based on the percentage of EM radiation received, with a red hue being high and blue being low. Blue could mean no radiation at all or comparatively small amounts of EM radiation exposure for a short period of time, i.e. the false colour scale is relative. Their difference in height can also give a different coverage pattern -John is 1.92 m high compared to the top light height at 1.67 m. For the monostatic pair a-a, it seems that the May avatar has very strong coverage on her head, upper body, bottom and legs compared to John. As well as the difference in height and weight, the patterns on the legs will differ between the two, since they have different strides and therefore walking phases, compared to the antenna positions. The coverage is more even for John, whilst May shows areas of negligible illumination.
The histogram representations of the same data demonstrates that 51% of May's elements receive less than 10% of the energy emitted from the transmitter, i.e. 0.1 or less on the x axis. The 10% bin is assumed here as a measure of invalid results due to noise, although calibration might reveal a different figure in a realistic situation. Only 8% of John's elements are in this lowest category, with the majority of faces receiving 10-40% of the energy from the transmitter. As expected from looking at the false colours on the avatars, May has more elements than John in the highest three categories-around 8.6% for the 80-100% category, whilst John has 0.7% for the equivalent categories.
Findings from these simulations indicated that the dimensions of the avatar do indeed have an effect on the pattern of illumination, and that the data for each antenna pair can easily be combined to compare different antenna geometries for a given portal architecture, resulting in useful insights into antenna placement.
Monostatic versus bistatic pairs
The two distributions shown in Figure 6 above (May a-a and John a-a) are typical patterns:
1. May's monostatic pairs fit the May a-a histogram pattern, i.e. large high intensity patches, with many areas of low coverage.
2. John's monostatic and bistatic pairs and May's bistatic pairs tend to be like the John a-a distribution, i.e. the majority of faces receive some radiation, but few faces show high levels.
For example, if we compare the results for the monostatic pairs a-a and r-r with the bistatic pair a-r, as in Figure 7 , we can see the two distinct patterns; a-a on the bottom right at the entrance, and r-r at the top left at the exit have bright spots on the back and on the front respectively. Only one side view is shown for each one, since the other has negligible coverage.
a-a back
a-a front a-a right a-r back a-r front a-r right r-r back r-r front r-r right On the other hand, the bistatic pair a-r displays both bright spots in the same location as a-a on the back and bright spots analogous to those for r-r on the front, so much of the body is illuminated ( only the right side is shown in Figure 7) . However, the bright spots are less intense than for the monostatic pairs and there are lower maximums for the bistatic pair. The difference in coverage can be seen by the data in Table 1 .
, For the bistatic antenna pair a-r, the proportion of elements receiving less than 10% of the radiation emitted is only around 8%, compared to 51% and 42% for the monostatic pairs a-a and r-r. Conversely, the percentage of elements on the last 3 bins is only 2.6% for a-r, compared to the monostatic pairs (both at 9%). These figures also indicate evidence that the monostatic pair r-r is slightly better situated for effective illumination than a-a.
The equivalent data for John shows that instead of 7 or 8% of the elements receiving less than 10% of the radiation for ar, the bistatic pair reduces this figure to 0.4%. In addition, 62% of elements receive between 41% and 60% of the emitted radiation for the bistatic configuration, compared to say a-a, where 73% of elements receive between 11% and 40% radiation. Again r-r performs slightly better, 68% of the elements receive between 31% and 60% of the emitted radiation.
Comparison of individual monostatic pairs shows the effect of antenna positioning. For May for example, the upper exit panels r-r and i-i provide better illumination than the lower entrance panel a-a.
Distribution of antennas
a-a e-e i-i Increasing the number of antennas would obviously result in the antennas becoming more closely spaced. We can look at the effect of having more antennas on radiation coverage by comparing three antennas within a panel in a diagonal configuration to three panels also in a diagonal configuration, as described in the methods section above. The data below combines the data for three monostatic pairs to see if there is an improvement in the illumination of the avatars. Figure 8 compares the coverage results of the three antenna within a panel (a1-a1, a2-a2, a3-a3) to that of three panels (a-a, e-e, i-i) for the John avatar. The images show how little quantitative difference there is between the antennas within a panel.
On the other hand, there is a large amount of difference between a-a, e-e and i-i, partly because a-a mainly illuminates the back and i-i mainly illuminates the front of the bodies.
The difference is quantified in Table 2 . The proportion of elements receiving 10% of the radiation or less for John is 8% for the monostatic pair a-a. This is similar for 3 antenna within a panel (a123) at 7.3%. All the other categories for three antennas to a panel are similar to one antenna in the a sub-panel. On the other hand, the below 10% figure for John a-e-i is only 1.3%, and the peak (meaning the bin with the highest proportion of elements with that level of illumination) has been pushed up by two bins/categories (40-50% instead of 20-30%). The figures for May show the same trends, with the below 10% bin containing around 17% fewer elements for May a-e-i than the a panel configuration. 
Combined Totals
Combining all May's results for the nine antenna on the right hand side (panels a to i), the pattern looks very similar to combining the results for the a,e and i panels, regardless of whether it is just for the monostatic pairs or all the bistatic pairs are included. For example, if just the monostatic pairs are considered, the under 10% value for the elements is 32% of the elements, whilst if the bistatic pairs are included, the figure becomes 30%. The peak occurs at 30% for both calculations. Meanwhile for John, the below 10% figure is very low indeed, at 0.8% of elements, and the element peak lies at 40%.
The calculation for the total for all permutations on both sides of the portal was calculated for May as shown below. Figure 9 shows that only 4.5% of the elements had an exposure of 10% or below, and the peak occurred between 21-49%. It is difficult to do this type of element by element sensitivity analysis using a full Maxwell simulation, even if computation time was not an issue.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
These techniques can be a very effective tool for comparing the effects of portal architecture on the levels of illumination. This simulation approach enables the comparison of data at different levels, the most detailed level being facet analysis, giving a fine grained appreciation of the sensitivity to the system geometry and following a single facet through a walk cycle. Having access to the element data means that a focus on specific areas of the body is possible, such as the areas where illicit items are most likely to be concealed.
At the panel level, the technique can show which panels are positioned to maximise radiation coverage and at a high level, it enables an overall visualisation, e.g. comparing the walkthrough frame by frame shows the changes throughout the walk through. This approach is valuable for looking at overall antenna geometry, such as examining the effect of placing the antennas into panels, how many panels to use, and where to locate them.
For each of the different levels of detail, this simulation approach facilitates:
• A comparison of how body shape and walking gait can affect the body surface coverage for given antenna configurations.
• Initial optimisation of the antenna density. The conditions for this simulation indicated that a tripling in antenna density had a very low effect on the facet sensitivity. For imaging systems, the number of antennas will also however be a factor in image reconstruction and imaging artefacts.
The approach does have caveats. It does not investigate sensitivity to the inverse problem, i.e. the actual image reconstruction, and it is an approximation rather than a full Maxwell solution. On the other hand, it has the advantage of permitting both qualitative and quantitative data analysis easily.
This paper shows an approach for optimising coverage. However, to perform a particular optimisation, the constraints on portal design and the number of antennas must be determined. Basing the simulation physics on Kirchhoff diffraction theory, rather than standard raytracing methods means that it can be used in a computationally fast implementation for coverage and non-imaging requirements. Whilst it could also be used for reconstructing the signals, including scattering effects of objects. However for the latter, the phase response and frequency bandwidth must also be included; and a higher ray density must be used, which increases the computational requirements.
